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Learn from Experience & Experiments
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CHAPTER

The fourth step in the Creativize Process is to Learn from Experience 
and Experiments. In order to make adjustments and get smarter from 
your multiple shots on goal, you need to deconstruct what worked and 
what didn’t work and then reconstruct these initiatives so that they’re 
successful in the next cycle. It’s not about sticking to your guns. It’s 
about adapting to what’s going on around you.

Deconstruct to reconstruct: first, take apart your experiments and review these projects. 
Decide what worked and what didn’t work about them. The biggest mistake people make 
in learning from experience and experiments is that they focus on what’s not working. To do 
this is to try to make something not happen. This is very complicated and difficult, because 
things don’t work for an infinite number of reasons. It’s like chasing a rabbit down a rabbit hole. 
Instead, focus on what is working, because it has momentum. It’s something you can build 
on—it’s something that’s going to take you forward rather than put you in reverse.

Collaborate Create

Doesn’t Work: Doesn’t Work:

Works: Works:

Control Compete

Doesn’t Work: Doesn’t Work:

Works: Works:
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Next, reconstruct the initiatives by making an action plan for moving forward. Now that you 
know what was successful and unsuccessful, figure out what you need to start doing, what you 
need to stop doing, and what you need to continue doing so you can get better the next time 
you run the project. It’s crucial that you not only start doing new things but also stop doing old 
things that were hindering your target. Stopping things frees the capacity to do more and better 
in the future.

Take an objective view as you evaluate the successes and failures of your experiments. Look at 
your initiatives from all four perspectives so you can make mid-course corrections. Ask yourself 
these questions according to the point of view of each quadrant:

• Do we need to do more of something? 
• Do we need to do less of something? 
• What do we need to keep doing?

Collaborate Create

Start/Do More: Start/Do More:

Stop/Do Less: Stop/Do Less:

Stay/Do Nothing: Stay/Do Nothing:

Control Compete

Start/Do More: Start/Do More:

Stop/Do Less: Stop/Do Less:

Stay/Do Nothing: Stay/Do Nothing:

Answering these questions will provide real information about what’s going on with your 
projects, the market, and the outside forces around you.
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The purpose of deconstructing and reconstructing our experiments is to learn from past 
mistakes and get smarter in the next cycle of innovation. What rules have you learned from 
these experiences and how will you apply those rules to do better in the future? Here are 
different kinds of rules to take away from your experiments:

How-to Rules: These spell out the key features of how a process is executed—“What makes 
our process unique?” This sometimes includes how to get specific people involved and how to 
communicate with them—who gets first say, who gets to speak at particular points. This can 
also be about how to get funding and how to get visibility for a project.

Boundary Rules: These lay out the criteria necessary for determining the viability and potential 
of a project. It can be a test or list of questions that a project must pass to see if it’s worth 
pursuing. For example, you might apply all of these questions to an innovation initiative: Is it 
real? Can we win? Is it worth doing?

Priority Rules: These help managers rank opportunities. For example, let’s say a microchip 
manufacturer learned that the microchip they made that had the highest gross margin was not 
given priority in manufacturing. In the future, they need to look at the manufacturing capacities 
of all their products and award the most capacity to those microchips with the highest gross 
margins, improving the profitability of the company.

Timing Rules: These synchronize managers with the pace of emerging opportunities and 
other parts of the company. For example, perhaps your team developed a website that was 
implemented during peak-user hours and that created a lot of trouble for the organization.  
Next time, you want to implement website updates when there is a lull in user activity.

Exit Rules: These help managers decide when to pull out of yesterday’s opportunities.  
For example, consider a cell phone manufacturer that constantly innovated but learned that its 
most innovative leaders were being pulled off of projects before the projects were completed 
and these projects eventually failed. They went on to develop a rule that said if certain leaders 
were pulled off a project before it was done, the project was immediately closed down.  
This kept senior leaders from promoting people before these new innovations came to fruition.
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Remember that there is no data on the future, so you need to plan on making revisions as you 
go and change your practices so that you can facilitate innovation initiatives more effectively. 
The following are some common mistakes and corrections.

Mistake Correction

• Believing you can see the future
• Choosing big over fast
• Mistaking your managers for innovators
• Having more ambition than capability
• Starting at the center and moving out
• Listening to the wrong customers
• Failing to connect the dots

• Make smaller and wider bets
• Pick up your pace
• Encourage and support your deviants
• Base your strategy on your capability
• Work your innovations from the outside-in
• Follow the customers that move first
•  Create cross boundary solutions and sync up 

business models

Remember that innovation is about making it up as we go along. Leave room for what you 
don’t know now. Innovation doesn’t happen in straight lines—it happens in a cycle: review, 
revise, repeat.
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1. What is working? What is not working? Why?
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Working: Working:

Not Working: Not Working:

Start/Do More: Start/Do More:

Stop/Do Less: Stop/Do Less:

Stay/Do Nothing: Stay/Do Nothing:

Working: Working:

Not Working: Not Working:

Start/Do More: Start/Do More:

Stop/Do Less: Stop/Do Less:

Stay/Do Nothing: Stay/Do Nothing:
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2.  What adjustments need to be made to these initiatives? What do you need to start doing 
and stop doing?

3.  What simple rules can we divine? How do we institutionalize these rules as an organization?
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